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Traxxas tq link setup

Open the Mac App Store to purchase and download apps®. Traxxas Link offers exciting features to exploit all the capabilities of the TQi, TQi Telemetry Expander, Traxxas Stability Management, GPS Speed Module and DTS-1 Drag Timing System. Traxxas Link collects and records real-time telemetry
data as you drive, and includes sharing via Facebook and Twitter. Traxxas Link has a screen mount for current iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad and is optimized for use with the Traxxas Link.Only Traxxas wireless module gives you the power to unlock the full potential of the TQi radio system with Traxxas
Link, the custom app that integrates your iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad with the TQi transmitter. This powerful application gives you complete control of the operation and tuning of your Traxxas radio controlled model with an intuitive and high definition graphical user interface. Traxxas builds the fastest
ready-to-run radio-controlled models in the world, capable of speeds exceeding 100 mph. That level of performance requires precise control. Traxxas Link gives you tools for precise fit and superior control, while always keeping you informed of the status and speed of your model. Traxxas Link makes it
easy to learn, understand and access the powerful tuning options built into each Traxxas TQi radio system. Control Drive Effect settings such as throttle direction and sensitivity, steering percentage, braking force, and throttle adjustment by simply tapping and dragging the sliders on the screen or
activating the multifunction knob on the transmitter. You can also adjust Traxxas' stability management in drive effects to suit your driving skill and style. With Traxxas Link, everything takes place live, on the go, giving you instant feedback on the changes you're making. Once you've created the perfect
control settings for your model, save them as a profile that you can restore later, use in another model, or share with friends. If the track conditions change, simply adjust the unit effects again and save them as a new profile. Once you equip your model with Traxxas Link telemetry sensors (some models
may have factory-installed sensors), the Traxxas Link control panel comes to life with stunning graphics to report speed, battery voltage, RPM and temperature. The app automatically detects sensors for easy setup and configuration. Up to nine meters can be displayed. Set threshold warnings and
minimums, minimums, or log averages. Use the recording function to document the panel view with sound, so you can keep your eyes on your driving. The recordings were name, save and share with other users. Traxxas Link provides enhanced access to telemetry data with the innovative TQi telemetry
expander. Once the Expander is installed and activated, Traxxas Link will automatically detect any connected smart sensors, including the optional GPS speed module for high-precision mph or Reports. These intelligent sensors provide extended telemetry data to the Traxxas Link application, which is
displayed in the existing dashboard design. With the TQi Telemetry Expander, you have unprecedented, real-time access to vital information while driving. Combined with the DTS-1 drag timing system, Traxxas Link provides a new level of racing excitement. Traxxas Link and DTS-1 allow you to capture
all the nuances of the Pro endurance racing competition. Traxxas Link will fill your timelip with reaction time and elapsed time (ET) up to millisecond and capture speed in real miles per hour. Maintain an execution history on each of your models. Share time guards and set up racing events with your
friends. Mark your ETs and the two cars can compete fairly, regardless of their top speeds! Race as professionals as you use the staging strategy to pressure your opponent. Set up elimination rounds in Traxxas Link and share your results wirelessly. Only Traxxas makes endurance racing so easy,
accurate, fast and fun Dec 14, 2020 Version 8.2.1 I just downloaded the app a little over half an hour ago on my iPad with older software and it worked well and saw my truck and driver no problem. I just downloaded the app now on my new iPhone X with IOS 11 and the app will not open the window to
pair the driver. Looks like a bug. It looks like they just loaded 3 updated versions of the app right after installing it on my iPad. Tried reinstalling it several times, it still doesn't work. When you press the connect button in the garage menu nothing happens at all, it does not change the windows. Very
frustrated because I can't mount my iPad on the controller only my phone fits. I have a new xmax 8s and below loaded this app. He bought the $35 module for the remote control and plugged it in. Then opened the application and click the rectangle box that says even. He said he needed an update, so I
clicked yes (makes the car unsyerable during the upgrade). It was 2 upgrade steps taking 5+ minutes and then entered another screen with a 2-step update just like before. After the update said shut down both and I did. Waited a few minutes in which it ignited and worked now I can see the speed in real
time with the installation of anything new in the car. Very pleased :) It's not a bad app. It would be great to have a few more aspects or design customizations, but I connected to my X-Maxx no problem. It seems that different menus allow you to change the same things (enter garage, driving effects) and I
think everything could be integrated into something much simpler. There are like 3 places where I can adjust the TSM. We should be to enter a profile and edit all the settings for that specific profile (instead of making changes and then entering the profiles and choosing which specific profile to save those
changes to). The developer, Traxxas, indicated that the app's privacy practices may include data handling as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be collected, but they are not linked to your identity: Privacy Privacy may vary, for example,
depending on the functions you use or your age. More information, the application support privacy policy of the PEGI 3Traxxas Link for Android developer website offers interesting features to exploit all the capabilities of the TQi radio system, the TQi telemetry expander, Traxxas stability management, the
GPS module and the DTS-1 drag timing system. Traxxas Link has support for Android-equipped devices and is optimized for use with the Traxxas Link.Only Traxxas Wireless Module gives you the power to unlock the full potential of the TQi radio system with Traxxas Link, the custom app that integrates
your Android device with the TQi transmitter. Gone are the clumsy controls and block monochrome graphics of yesterday's radio systems. This powerful application gives you complete control of the operation and tuning of your Traxxas radio controlled model with an intuitive and high definition graphical
user interface. Traxxas builds the fastest ready-to-run radio-controlled models in the world, capable of speeds exceeding 100 mph. That level of performance requires precise control. Traxxas Link gives you the tools for precise fit and superior control, keeping you always informed of the status and speed
of your model. Traxxas Link makes it easy to learn, understand and access the powerful tuning options built into each Traxxas TQi radio system. Control Drive Effect settings such as steering and throttle sensitivity, steering percentage, braking force, and throttle adjustment by simply tapping and
dragging the sliders on the screen or activating the multifunction knob on the transmitter. You can also adjust Traxxas' stability management in drive effects to suit your driving skill and style. With Traxxas Link, everything takes place live, on the go, giving you instant feedback on the changes you're
making. Once you've created the perfect control settings for your model, save them as a profile that you can restore later or use in another model. If driving conditions change, simply adjust your unit effects again and save them as a new profile. Once you equip your model with Traxxas Link telemetry
sensors (some models may have factory-installed sensors), the Traxxas Link control panel comes to life with stunning graphics to report speed, battery voltage, RPM and temperature. The app automatically detects sensors for easy setup and configuration. Up to nine meters can be displayed. Set
threshold warnings and minimums, minimums, or log averages. Use the recording function to document View the panel with sound so you can keep your eyes on your driving and not miss a single apex. Recordings can be named, saved, and shared with other users. Traxxas Link provides enhanced
access to telemetry data with the innovative TQi telemetry expander. Once the Expander is installed and activated, Traxxas Link will automatically detect any connected smart sensors, including the optional GPS module for high-precision mph or km/h reports. These smart sensors provide provide Traxxas
Link application data, which is displayed in the existing dashboard layout. With the TQi Telemetry Expander, you have unprecedented, real-time access to vital information while driving. When combined with the DTS-1 drag timing system, Traxxas Link provides a new level of racing excitement. Together,
Traxxas Link and DTS-1 allow you to capture all the nuances of the Pro endurance racing competition. Traxxas Link will fill your timelip with reaction time and elapsed time (ET) up to millisecond and capture speed in real miles per hour. Maintain an execution history on each of your models. Mark your ETs
and the two cars can compete fairly, regardless of their top speeds! Race as professionals as you use the staging strategy to pressure your opponent. Set up elimination rounds at Traxxas Link for the full fun of race day. Only Traxxas makes endurance racing so easy, accurate, fast and fun!• Bug fixes
and improvements in improvements
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